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cloche call
DeLux’s 1920s style 
in straw works for 

walking to work ($50, 
Proper Topper).
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brim it on
Pop on a hip hat or flirty fascinator 
to pretty up for parties or everyday

“I’ve seen a big change in the 
past year, with people not think-
ing wearing a hat is unusual,” says 
Anna Fuhrman, owner of Prop-
er Topper (1350 Connecticut Ave. 
NW; 202-842-3055), D.C.’s 22-year-
old temple to fedoras, cloches et 
al. “The royal wedding provided a 
push. People are also feeling braver 
about taking fashion risks.”

Whether you seek stylish shade 
at the beach or a feather-trimmed, 
Scarlett O’Hara-ish confection for 
a horse race, keep a few things in 
mind when setting your, er, cap, 
on a certain topper. First, “a hat 
is part of your ensemble,” says 
Fuhrman. “So think about where 

events like the annual Seersucker 
Social (this year on June 9), which 
she co-founded. “Put a hat on, and 
you can adopt another persona, be 
a woman of mystery.” 

And even if you’re having a 
bad hair day, “wearing a hat usu-
ally makes you say, ‘Damn, I look 
good,’” says Long Island milliner 
Marcia Lacher (Lovemyhat.com). 

We knew Kate didn’t snag 
Wil ls w ith her smi le a lone. 
JENNIFER BARGER (EXPRESS)

you’ll be wearing it and what you’ll 
be doing.” That means a wide-
brimmed wonder works on the polo 
grounds, but stick to a less view-
blocking fascinator or cocktail hat 
for the theater or church. 

And remember, the point of a 
hat is often to get you noticed in a 
good way. “They add glamour and 
make you stand out,” says D.C. per-
formance artist Holly Bass (right), 
who is known for rocking headwear 
in everyday settings as well as at 

— H O L LY BA S S ,  D.C. PERFORMANCE ARTIST AND HAT AFICIONADO

quill ride
Feathers giveJane 

Tran’s hat a romantic 
vibe ($155, Proper 

Topper). 

on the 
cover
Louise Green’s 
sweeping straw 
hat puts you in the 
winner’s circle at 
horse races ($195, 
Proper Topper).

fascinator
[fas-UH-ney-ter]  
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take a bow 
Pin Marcia  Lacher’s 

saucer hat on tresses 
for a garden bash 

($155, Lovemyhat.
com).
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top it off

flower powered
Jane Tran’s  fascinator 

($85, Proper Topper) 
boasts a bloom of wire 

and fabric.

you wear 
tomato

A floppy straw cha-
peau  deflects rays  
($15, Target stores).

‘When people wear hats to events, they 
act more like ladies and gentlemen,” 
says D.C. artist Holly Bass (Hollybass.
com), who collects both new and vintage 
ones, inspired by her mother’s lifelong 
love of headwear. Here, she shows how 
to transform a plain cloche ($15, Target 
stores) into several party-worthy styles. 

“You can fi nd really good 
fl ower pins at H&M,” says Bass, 
who simply planted some on the 

hat’s existing black band.

A length of striped ribbon 
(buy at fabric stores or Mjtrim.

com) turns the hat into a 
picnic-ready piece.

Holly Bass is known 
both for her provocative 

dance performances 
and her cool hats. 

Here, she adds a silk 
scarf and a fl ower pin to 

a Target topper.ILLUSTRATIONS BY ZOHAR LAZAR (FOR EXPRESS)
PHOTOS BY MARGE ELY(EXPRESS)

A length of striped ribbon 


